TEHO Active + Body is a NEW sport tech Startup looking for a Software/ A.I. Co-founder Partner!

TEHO Active + Body is a new Ottawa based tech startup working on software projects in the realms of AI, Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality. We are looking for a talented software partner who is passionate artificial intelligence and machine learning concepts and can apply their engineering skills and fascination to help make our environments and games even more compelling.

If you like sports and interested in new technologies such artificial intelligence and machine learning concepts we’d love to hear from you. Come and invent with us.

We'll trust you to:
Design and build machine learning systems that solve difficult problems involving big data/information retrieval/recommendation systems
Write, test and maintain production-quality Java, C++, and/or Python code
Study and analyze problems, propose solutions and design experiments

You'll need to have:
1+ years of experience programming in C++ or Java or relevant experience
Preferred but not required: Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Mathematics, related technical field or equivalent practical experience.

We'd love to see:
A mathematical background (Probability and Statistics)
A working knowledge of Spark/TensorFlow
Experience with Python
* Experience in ML design and development and data mining algorithms for solving interdisciplinary problems.

Additional Information

• Major(s): Computer Science or related fields
• Compensation: Equity
• Start Date: As soon as possible
• Duration: 3-12 months

Due Date: November 18, 2018
Contact: info@tehoactive.com

We look forward to hearing from you!